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ABOUT GRIND
Our mission at GRIND COFFEE is to bring innovation to the office coffee space
with three unique value adds: craft product, customization, and unlimited pricing.

∞
CRAFT
 Millennial driven focus on
fresh, innovative and high
quality products
 Consistently searching out the
newest trends from nitrogen
infused hibiscus tea to shade
grown organic coffee.
 Bringing the artisan coffee
and tea house experience
into the office to help with the
work life balance

CUSTOM
 Our 20,000 sq ft facility allows
us roast custom blends,
provide an infinite number
of options, and even source
specific ingredients for large
enough clients
 Rotation and variety based
on seasonality and regular
employee surveying

UNLIMITED
 A tailored experience
between company and
service provider
 Unlimited artisan roasted
coffee beans, craft tea
selection, keg selection, and
allied products including
green sustainable custom
mugs, glassware, and
espresso cup solution!
 At least 1x per week delivery,
cleaning & check in
 Quarterly delivered samplings
and employee votes on
preferences
 Custom Everpure water
filtration on all equipment

TRY OUR

CUSTOM QUOTE
GENERATOR

As part of our unlimited coffee & tea
model, we are the ﬁrst coffee company to
quote you a ﬂat fee based on employee
count without playing any games. If
the number looks good, you can even
schedule your installation, training &
launch right then and there.
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FL AG S H IP
OFFERING S

A variety of options to ﬁt you perfectly.
All included in our unlimited plan.

CUSTOMIZABLE PROGRAM
Programs designed with your office persona in mind.
THE PURIST
Back to basics, down to earth, real good coffee with
professional equipment.

THE EXPERIMENTALIST
Personal, customizable, and nearly endless experiences for
the discerning and adventurous.

THE CONNOISSEUR
Perfection, reliably, in every cup made to order.

THE FLEXER
Time is money. Customizability, quality, reliability, but with
less fuss and cleanup.

EQUIPMENT CHOICES:

CAFE BREWING
STATION

BEAN-TO-CUP

TEA STATION

ESPRESSO

SINGLE–SERVE
LOW HEIGHT
EQUIPMENT

KEGERATOR STATION

INCLUDED IN UNLIMITED:

FRESH DAIRY
PROGRAM

ALLIED
PRODUCTS
Paper products,
sugars, syrups, etc
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ICE
MACHINE

WATER
FILTRATION

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

By embracing the seasonality of coffee, GRIND is able
to provide the freshest beans on the market through
a constant rotation of high quality, micro-lot coffee.
GRIND’s café style program rotates in-season, single
origin coffee at your office.

Our expert team of roasters stress the importance
of treating coffee as a fruit.

OUR 100% DIRECT TRADE COFFEE
BREAKFAST
BLEND
TASTE NOTES:
Chocolate peanut
butter balanced with
blackberry, grape
acidity with a
smooth finish

DECAF
TASTE NOTES:

Direct Trade high grown
Arabica coffees from
Maraba and Nkora blended
and decaffeinated through
Swiss Water process for a
cleaner flavor and lower
Impact on the environment.

GUATEMALA
ANTIGUA

RWANDA
BULIZA

TASTE NOTES:

TASTE NOTES:
Small holder farms
growing heirloom
bourbon varietals
along lake Kivu on the
Congo border.
7,000ft elevation

High grown coffees
produced through TG
Labs which has programs
for educating farmers in
Guatemala to help them
improve their livelihoods
and income for their efforts.

ESPRESSO
TASTE NOTES:

Balanced round espresso
with notes of dark
chocolate, caramel,
hazelnut and cranberries.
Full body lustrous cream.

ORGANIC

SINGLE ORIGIN

ORGANIC

DARK
ROAST

BRAZIL
CERRADO

TASTE NOTES:
Chocolate peanut
butter balanced with
blackberry, grape
acidity with a
smooth finish

TASTE NOTES:
Light to medium body,
chocolate and earthy
undertones with notes
of caramel shining
through

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

PERUVIAN

NICARAGUAN

COLOMBIAN

TASTE NOTES:
Herbal and floral notes
with more complex
undertones

TASTE NOTES:
Bright citrus acidity,
with a medium body
and hints of vanilla

TASTE NOTES:
Medium body with a
sweet and nutty flavor

2 ROTATING PREMIUM SEASONAL COFFEES

TEA
EARL
GREY

ENGLISH
BREAKFAST

CHAI

CHAMOMILE

PEACH
APRICOT

VANILLA
ROOIBOS

GREEN TEA

BLOOD ORANGE
HIBISCUS

2 ROTATING PREMIUM TEAS
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MANGO

PASSION FRUIT

JASMINE

KEG OFFERINGS

Our expert team of roasters is proud to bring you a variety of
offerings for GRIND’s kegerator program.

COLD BREW

CLASSIC
TASTE NOTES:

Significantly lighter style
cold brew popularized
in Seattle.

CLASSIC

SEASONAL

TASTE NOTES:

Pumpkin spice nitro,
Vanilla nitro, etc.

BLACK TEA

BLACK TEA

A darker roast, with a
significantly higher coffee
content; pure chocolate.

W/

FRESH LEMON
TASTE NOTES:

Cold brew black tea
brewed with fresh
lemon puree

LEMONADES

COLD-PRESSED

BASIL LEMONADE
TASTE NOTES:

From scratch cold pressed
lemonade brewed with
fresh basil

KOMBUCHA

TASTE NOTES:

Strong but approachable
with heavy notes of
chocolate and a fruity finish

NITRO

TEA

WEST COAST
STYLE

BLOOD
ORANGE
TASTE NOTES:

Sweet and tangy like a
refreshing popsicle on a
hot summer day

W/

FRESH PEACH
TASTE NOTES:

Cold brew black tea
brewed with fresh
peach puree

SEASONAL
TASTE NOTES:

Cold brew with fresh
lemon, Cold brew soda

NITRO-INFUSED

WILD BERRY
HIBISCUS
TASTE NOTES:

Herbal tea (caffeine free)
infused with nitrogen for a
smooth Guinness effect

SEASONAL
TASTE NOTES:

Strawberry lemonade, etc.

GINGER
TASTE NOTES:

Zingy and warm, refreshing
and replenishing
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SEASONAL
TASTE NOTES:

Strawberry Sage, Peachmint, Elderberry, etc.

SEASONAL
TASTE NOTES:

Cold brew green tea with
honey and ginseng, etc.

CAFE BREWING STATION
BATCH BREWER

THE PURIST

Back to basics, down to
earth, real good coffee with
professional equipment.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:
Brewing according to guide
(one scoop into paper filter)

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


Best quality cup of coffee available from any program, with the most
coffee options



Rotating coffee selection drawing on both employee feedback and
consumption data with quarterly sampling and employee voting



Program featuring custom blends, single origin, fair trade & organic
coffee selections



Fresh coffee delivered pre-ground to specification for each setup



1 gallon and half gallon brews available



Hot water tap for tea easily accessible



Easy brew instructions (digital and laminated) available for employees



At least 3 thermal servers included

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
Rinsing airpots.

EQUIPMENT SPECS
DIMENSIONS

ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION

Height: 26 in.
Width: 11 3/4 in.
Depth: 20 3/8 in.

Voltage: Standard 120 Volt
Amps: 10.9-19.7

PLUMBING
Water Pressure: 20-27 psig
Minimum Flow Rate: 1.5 gal/min
Connection: ¼ or ¾8 in. flare
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BEAN-TO-CUP
SINGLE SERVE

THE FLEXER

Time is money. Customizability,
quality, reliability, but with less
fuss and cleanup.

ENCORE 29

ENCORE LITE

ENCORE GROUND

With a new easy maintenance
design, with 3 bean types and
remote management, this solution
is perfect for a robust solution.

A super compact
design, available in 5
colors, offering 3 bean
types, with an intuitive
interface.

A super compact
design, available
in 5 colors,
accommodating 2
ground coffee types
with Encore’s same

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


Large drink variety and customizability per user.



All internet connected machines

None.



3 bean types and 3 strengths available for each drink

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:



Premium milk, french vanilla, chai, and chocolate options to make
over 21 unique drinks



Rotating coffee selection, drawing on both employee feedback and
consumption data, with quarterly sampling and employee voting



Program featuring custom blends, single origin, fair trade & organic coffee
selections

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:

Daily rinse cycle, cleaning of drip tray
and product replacement (beans and
powders).
Emptying of waste bin as required.

EQUIPMENT SPECS
DIMENSIONS
ENCORE 29:

ENCORE lite:

ENCORE Ground:

BEAN-TO-CUP
STAND

Height: 29.38 in.
Width: 22 in.
Depth: 24.63 in.

Height: 38.75 in.
Width: 11.5 in.
Depth: 25.75 in.

Height: 32.63 in.
Width: 11.5 in.
Depth: 24.5 in.

Height: 30 in.
Width: 23 in.
Depth: 28 in.

ELECTRICAL
Standard 120 Volt
Amps: 10.9-19.7
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KEGERATOR

COFFEE / NITRO / TEA / LEMONADE / KOMBUCHA
THE EXPERIMENTALIST

Personal, customizable, and
nearly endless experiences for
the discerning and adventurous.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


10 craft beverages available all manufactured in our state of the art
roastery and brewery including craft coffee, cold brew, tea, lemonade
& kombucha



Innovative seasonal beverages that are rolled out according to what
we are seeing in market. E.g. “pumpkin spiced nitro”, or “cold pressed
lavender lemonade”



Rotating selection drawing on both employee feedback and
consumption data with quarterly sampling and employee voting



Professionally maintained machines with quarterly line cleaning &
overall maintenance



Tailored build outs available with custom-sourced kergerators and
multiple tap configurations



Ice machine included at reduced rate for a full-service beverage station

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:
None.

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
None.

INCLUDES:

Unlimited nitrogen/CO2
Monthly line cleaning
Bi-annual professional line
cleaning & replacement

SERVINGS PER KEG
One 5.2 Gallon Keg = 83 8-ounce cups

KEGERATOR SPECS
UNIT DIMENSIONS

COMMERCIAL
KEGERATOR OPTION

(PER KEGERATOR)
Width: 24 in.
Width: 23.6875 in.
Depth: 29.5 in.
Height: 33 in.
Height: 39 in.
Depth: 23.9375 in.
(add 24 in. for tower/tap)
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POWER SUPPLY
115v Outlet
NEMA 5-15 Plug

CRAFT TEA
THE PURIST

Back to basics, down to
earth, real good coffee with
professional equipment.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:
None.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


Over 20 artisan tea options available in individual sachets



Program can be added on to any and all coffee programs and only
requires hot water

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
Refill jars from stock as required
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SPECIA LT Y
OFFERING S

Optional equipment that can be layered
into our unlimited program

JURA
GIGA W3
ESPRESSO
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


The machine is pre-programmed with over 30 specialty coffee beverages



True super automatic espresso option using authentic pressure brewing

Back to basics, down to earth, real good
coffee with professional equipment.



Real dairy available for cappuccino, lattes, and is kept refrigerated in an
attachable capsule.

Personal, customizable, and nearly
endless experiences for the discerning
and adventurous.

EQUIPMENT SPECS

THE PURIST

THE EXPERIMENTALIST

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:
Emptying of grounds after 30
uses, refilling beans

UNIT DIMENSIONS

ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION

Width: 14.6 in.
Depth: 19.6 in.
Height: 21.7 in.

Voltage: Standard 120 Volt
Amps: 10.9-19.7

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
Without dairy: emptying of
grounds after 30 uses, daily rinse
With dairy: emptying of grounds
after 30 uses, daily rinse with
cleaning material
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FAEMA
X20
ESPRESSO
THE CONNOISSEUR

Perfection, reliably, in every
cup made to order.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


Best in class super automatic espresso option using the same method as
La Marzocco

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:



Real dairy available for cappuccino, lattes, and is kept refrigerated in an
attachable capsule

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:



Chocolate powder available for mochas, chocolate lattes, and other
specialty drinks



Heated cup and spoon racking available for the authentic espresso
experience

None.

Without dairy: daily rinse

With dairy: daily rinse with
cleaning material

EQUIPMENT SPECS
UNIT DIMENSIONS

ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION

Width: 14.6 in.
Depth: 24.4 in.
Height: 30 in.

Voltage: 220-240 Volt
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JURA
WE8
LOW HEIGHT
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
THE EXPERIMENTALIST

Personal, customizable, and nearly
endless experiences for the discerning
and adventurous.

THE FLEXER

Time is money. Customizability, quality,
reliability, but with less fuss and cleanup.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:

Emptying grounds, refilling beans

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
Without dairy: emptying grounds,
daily rinse



Real dairy available for cappuccino, lattes, and is kept refrigerated in an
attachable capsule.



The machine is pre-programmed with over 30 specialty coffee
beverages



Small footprint ideal for under cabinet or multiple kitchenettes

EQUIPMENT SPECS
UNIT DIMENSIONS

ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION

Width: 11.6 in.
Depth: 17.5 in.
Height: 16.5 in.

Voltage: 220-240 Volt
Amps: 10

With dairy: emptying grounds,
daily rinse with cleaning material
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NEWCO
FRESHCUP
LOW HEIGHT
THE FLEXER

Time is money. Customizability,
quality, reliability, but with less
fuss and cleanup.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:

Inserting pod and discarding after use.

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
None.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


Environmentally friendly pod system producing above average quality
coffee



Hot chocolate and tea pods available



Small footprint ideal for under cabinet or multiple kitchenettes

EQUIPMENT SPECS
UNIT DIMENSIONS

ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION

Width: 9.8 in.
Depth: 19.3 in.
Height: 17.9 in.

Voltage: Standard 120 Volt
Amps: 14.2
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ICE
MACHINE
AVAILABLE IN FREE-STANDING AND COUNTER-TOP CONFIGURATION
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


No drain required



Small footprint



Nugget ice ideal for artisan beverages
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ALLIED PRODUCTS
EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY:
None.

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
Replace from stock as required

CORE ITEMS


GRIND custom mugs



GRIND custom glasses



GRIND custom espresso cups



Paper straws



Wooden Stirrers



Cane Sugar



Sugar in the raw



Stevia



Shelf stable creamer



Monin syrups
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ASK ABOUT OUR
Mug, Espresso cup,
and Glass Program!

BULK
DAIRY
BULK REFRIGERATED SOLUTION
AVAILABLE IN:



Whole



Skim

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


100% fresh dairy with no preservatives



Boxes do not need to be refrigerated before opening and
are good for 7 days after opening



4L shelf-stable bags

CARETAKER RESPONSIBILITY:
Replace from stock every 7 days

BOTTLED
DAIRY
LOCAL, ORGANIC, AND ALTERNATIVE DAIRY
1/2 GALLON ONLY
AVAILABLE IN:



Whole



2%



1%



Skim



Chocolate

ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE:



Silk Soy



Blue Diamond Almond



Pacific Rice & Oat Milk
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CUSTOM
EQUIPMENT
Each of these pieces of equipment is incredibly
unique and designed to be included when an
office is being built out as a capital expense.

TEABOT
TEABOT

Teabot is creating a retail platform for customized
grab-and go tea. Our robotic kiosks allow you to
order a custom cup of loose-leaf tea and share
your blends at the touch of a button.

TOPBREWER

TOPBREWER

The beautiful, patented stainless steel tap
is designed to be built into any tabletop.
The simplicity of the TopBrewer fits elegantly
into any surroundings and allows you to focus
on a more direct contact with your customers or
clients. The TopBrewer brews a perfect cup
of fresh-bean coffee – every time.

FAEMA SUPERAUTOMATIC X20

FAEMA

SUPERAUTOMATIC

X20
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With the Faema X20’s preheated, completely
metal group head, you can achieve outstanding
results, even for single-origin and specialty
coffee, with a guarantee of consistent extraction
over time. X20 is the ideal tool for offering a
unique and unforgettable taste experience.

CUSTOM
CAFE PROGRAM
TAILORED-TO-FIT CUSTOM BUILD OUTS
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS


Completely customizable café build out or capsule
(temporary installation) including architectural,
electrical & plumbing consultation, equipment
provision, staffing & consumables provision.



Custom hours, selection & pricing models



Can scale up to a full service 4-6 barista model and
down to a 1 person capsule with no buildout required
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